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An ecosystem is all the organisms that live in an area together with

the nonliving factors of the environment. The study of how organisms

interact with each other and with their physical environment is the

focus of ecologY.

Populations

When you talk about a certain kind of organism, you're really

talking about a certain species of organism. A species is a group

of organisms that can mate and produce offspring that in turn

can produce more offsPring.

The brown pelican is

one kind of species.

Humans are another.
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All the organisms of the same species that live in the same place at
the same time make up a population. The mice living in a small
meadow are an example of a population. A1l the pine trees in a forest
are a diflerent population.

Populations do not live alone. They share

the environment with other populations to
ibrm a community. The pine trees in a

forest, for example, may form a community
u,ith populations of deer, mice, raccoons,
bacteria. mushrooms. and ferns.

Populations do not interact only with each
other. They also interact with the nonlivino
t'aciors of the environment. Pine trees, for example,
need soil to grow. They also need air and water.
Together, these living and nonliving factors form
an ecosystem. An ecosystem includes all the
populations that live in an area along with physical
lactors in the environment.

I Non-living factors tr Living f?ctors

A pine forest ecosystem

Ecosystems can be named

for a dominant physical

feature, such as a pond

ecosystem, or a dominant

plant population, such as

a pine forest ecosystem.
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Factors That Affect Populations

For any population to thrive, there must be enough food' water' and

iiuing;0".; Such factors are called limiting factors because they

limit how many organisms can live in an environment'

Listedbelowaresomeofthedifferentkindsoflimitingfactors.

Food Plants (and a few other organisms) make their own food' A11

other organisms obtain food by eating plants or other organisms'

Only so much food is availabie in an ecosystem'

WaterThecellsandtissuesofanimalsandplantsaremadeupmostly
of water. All living things need water to move materials around in the

cells and tissues of their bodies'

LightPlantsandotherorganismsthatmaketheirownfoodneedlight
tiarry out photosynthesis' If light is limite4 the growth of these

organisms will also be limited'

Living space Organisms need enough room to live' obtain resources'

urrd [prod.r".. Th" place where an organism lives is called its habitat'

One way organisms reduce competition for food and other resources

l, to o".,rpv"a specific niche wiihin a habitat. A niche is the special

roleano,ganis*playswithinitshabitat.Differentspeciesmayshare
the same habitat, bui no two can have exactly the same niche' For

.^u*pl.,deer,rabbits,andsquirrelsmayliveinthesameleafyforest'
but bicause deer browse higher up on trees, rabbits graze on grasses,

and squirrels eat acornr, .uih animal occupies a different niche'
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Relationships Between Populations

Different species, or kinds, of organisms living together interact with
one another. The relationships they form can be divided into three
main categories:

competition occurs whenever more than one individual or population
tries to make use of the same iimited resource. Because resources
such as food water, and space are limited, there is not enough for
.\,ery organism. Only those organisms able to get the resources they
need will survive.

Predation is a type of feeding relationship in which one animal
:aptures and eats another animal for food" The animal that is eaten
s the prey. The animal eating the prey is the predator. predator-prey

:elationships heip keep an ecosystem in balance by preventing any
rne population from getting too large.

Symbiosis is a close relationship between two species. There are
.everal types of symbiosis. Mutualism is a relationship in which both
.pecies benefit. Commensalism is a type of symbiosis in which one
.pecies benefits while the other seems to be unaffected. parasitism

-rccurs when an organism called a parasite feeds on the cells, tissues,
',r fluids of another organism called the host. In this relationship, the
:arasite benefits by getting food; the host is usually weakened" but
rot killed.
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Symblosis comes from the

Greek symbioun, meaning

"to live togetherJ'

\listletoe is a parasite that gets its nutrients from
rther plants.
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Feeding Relationships

A11 organisms need energy to live. Organisms can be divided into

three main groups-producers, consumers, and decompo sers-based

on how they get the energy they need to live'

Plants, algae, and bacteria that make their own food are producers.

Most producers make their food using the energy of the sun and raw

materials from the environment.

Any organism that gets its food by eating other organisms is a

consumet. Consumers are classified into groups based on what

they eat.

' Herbivotes are plant-eaters. They feed directly on producers.

Animals that eat plants (such as rabbits) or those that eat plant

products (such as squirrels eating acorns) are herbivores.

. Carnivores are meat-eaters. They get food by eating herbivores

or other carnivores. Examples of carnivores include sharks,

wolves, and eagles. Scavengers, on the other hand eat the

remains of organisms left behind by other animals. Examples of
scavengers include hyenas and crabs.

. Omnivores are organisms that feed on both producers and other

consumers. Raccoons, bears, people (except strict vegetarians),

and skunks are omnivores.

organisms that feed on the remains or wastes of other organisms are

known as decomposers. Many bacteria and fungi are decomposers.

Decomposer
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Food Ghains

:-sanisms get the energy they need from food. A food chain traces
-e path of energy as it moves from one organism to the irert in an

::osystem. In most ecosystems, energy begins with the sun. so
-:'oducers (organisrls that r-rse the sun's energy to make food)
..-,r'ays form the base, or starting point, of a food chain. Arrorvs
,-ror,v the direction of energy movement in a food chain.
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Pondweed Snail Minnow

I food chain

,:r the food chain above, the pondweed is the producer. As shown by
:re arrow, energy moves from the pondweed to the snail that eats it"
The snail is the primary consumer in this food chain because it is the
. ilst to feed. Energy next moves from the snail to the mrnnow. As
le second consumer in the foocl chain, the rninnow is a secondary

consumer. When the perch eats the minnow, it takes in energy. The
rerch is the tertiary consumer in this food chain-the third feeder.
The final link in a food chain is filled by the bacteria and fungi that
,ict as decomposers. These organisrns feed on and break down the
:emains of the perch when it dies.
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:-.. ;"/ / p ,i :;{ tri ,,.ir .t,. ,u.**
r'y$' ...,.,'-{ r' Decomposers are often Ieft out of food chain

diagrams. But remember that decomposers are

always the final Iink in a food chain.
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Food Webs

A food chain shows only one energy path in an ecosystem' But

most organisms are part of more than one food chain. Scientists

often use a food web to show a more complete picture of the flow

of energy in an ecosystem. A food web is a system of several

overlapping food chains.
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A food web

As with most ecosystems, the energy in a pond ecosystem starts with

the sun. This energy is taken in by producers and converted to food

energy. The energy in food then moves through different levels of

.onrrrrn"rr. The movement of energy ends with the many bacteria

and fungi that live in the mud at the bottom of the pond. These

decomposers feed on the wastes and remains of pond organisms'

As they feed, they break down the organisms'tissues into valuable

materials that are then returned to the ecosystem'

Bacteria



Energy and Matter in Ecosysterns

:i and matter are two factors present in every ecosystem.- of the energy that enters an ecosystefit comes front the sun.
: of this energy is converted into chernical energy that moves
.sh the ecosystem by way of food chains. The matter in an

' ::te''r includes food, water, and air. This matter is constantrv. ': changed in form and recycled through the environment.

i nergy

: -nergy in most ecosystems begins with the sun. plants and
:'' organisms with chlorophyll in their cells can capture this

:-',1\. ?nd use it to make food through photosynthesis. In this
-':ss. light energy is used to make sugar from carbon dioxide

-- *'ater. Energy fro'r food may be used by an organism for its
-' :ctivities, or stored in its cells and tissues.

:r'e-v stored in the ceils and tissues of organisms is passed through
: ecosystem by way of the food crrain. organisrns at each level use
- energ| to carry out their life processes. As these processes are

'' ried out, some energy is lost to the environment as heat. For this
-'':son' only about 10 percent of the errergy present at one feeding. :1 is passed to the next feeding rever. The decrease in available
-:rgy at each level of a food chain is shown in an energy pyramid.
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Carbon Dioxide'Oxygen Cycle

Matter moves in cycles through the environment, getting used over

and over again. carbon dioxide and oxygen are two important forms

of matter that cycle through an ecosystem. The continual movement

of carbon dioxtde and oxygen between living things and the envit'on-

ment is known as the carbon dioxide-oxygen cycle'

DecomPosition

ffiIffi Respiration
PhotosYnthesis

Several important processes are part of the carbon dioxide-oxygen

cyc1e.

photosynthesis Plants, algae, and sorne bacteria take in carbon

dioxi<le from the environment and use it to mahe food through

the process of photosynthesis. oxygen is released back to the

environment as a waste product of this process'

, Respiration Most organisms get energy by combining oxygen

from the air with food in a process known as cellular respitation

Carbon dioxide is released back into the environment as a waste

producl o I resPirat ion.

' Decomposition Fungi and some bacteria obtain energy by

breaking clown the wastes or rernains of other living things

into smaller molecules. Carbon dioxide is released back to

the environn'ient through this process.
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Nitrogen Gycle

\itrogen is one of the elements needed to build the proieins tl,at
rurake up the structures of iiving things. Aimost 78 percent of Earth's
rtmosphere is made up of nitrogen gas. Bnt rnost olganisnrs cannot
.rse this nitrogen until it is cornbined with other elements to form
:ritrogen compounds. At the same tirne, nitrogcn compounds found in
,he bodies of dead organisms must be brol<en doi,vn in order to retul'l'l
rrtrogen gas back to the air where it can be r-rsed again. The constant

-novement of nitrogen between living things and the environment is
:'epresented by the nitrogen eycle.
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Peas, clover, alfalfa, and soybeans

are all legumes, plants that house

nitrogen-fixing bacteria in their

roots. The bacteria get the energy

they need from the plant, and

nitrogen compounds fixed by the

bacteria fertilize the plant. Both

organisms benefit from this

relationship.
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Populations
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/
Animals get nitrogen
compounds by eating plants

\ itrogen cycle

\itrogen fixation is the changing of nitrogen gas
'.rtl the air into nitrogen compounds plants can use.

:acteria that live in soil carry out most nitrogen
.ration. After plants tahe in these compounds
rrlri Soil, the compounds can be passed to 

. jr.,:ji,ir:r..
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Ecological Succession

The set of organisms that occupy an area is constantly changing. The

natural pro..r, by which one community of organisms slowly

replaces another in a certain area is called ecological succession.

Let,s look at the development of one kind of ecological community,

a deciduous forest:

The first organisms to live in an area

are called ploneer species. Mosses and

lichens, organisms made up of a photo-

synthetic alga (or a cyanobacterium)

and a fungus that live in close associa-

tion with each other, are common

pioneer species. They are both able to

grow on bare rock. As theY grow, theY

release acids that break down the rock

to form soil. In time, enough soil is

formed to support the growth of larger

plants such as ferns or grasses.

As a plant colony is established, small

animals that feed on the plants will
move into the area. Larger animals

that feed on the small animals can also

move in. Wastes and remains from
these organisms decay, helping the soil

to become richer and deeper. This deep-

er, richer soil can support the growth

of larger plants, such as shrubs. As the

shrubs replace the grasses, some popu-

lations of grass-eating animals leave the

area in search ofanother food source.

New animals that use the shrubs as

food move in to take their Place.

Soil continues becoming richer and deeper as new wastes and

remains break down. In time, trees such as oaks and hickories take

root and replace the shrubs. Still later, maples and beeches grow and

mature. Eventually, the community reaches a stable point where very

few new plants can colonize' or move into, the area' This type of

community is known as a climax community'
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